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Foreword

August 7, 2015

I get dressed in the morning; a pair of trousers and a shirt. I could 
be anything in this androgynous uniform. It seems like the right 
outfit for my meeting with our first artist-in-residence, Lyndal Walker. 
Walker has already been working for a week in her temporary studio 
at the Nordic Guest Studio at Malongen on Södermalm. We are 
sitting in the sunny kitchen, looking at her newly-shot photographs. 
One photo, mounted on a mirror, depicts a young man sitting on the 
edge of a bed in his underwear, looking into the camera. Behind 
the model, the artist and her camera are reflected in another mirror. 
The reflection turns the camera towards me; simultaneously, I see 
my reflection in the mirror the photo is mounted on. I am being 
observed, and for a while I feel like Walker's object. I am dragged 
into the drama unwillingly. Like Diego Velázquez’s conceptual portrait 
Las Meninas, Walker questions our role as viewer, playing with the 
mirrors to make us aware of our gaze, aware of how we look at the 
images. Looking at a photo of a man in his underwear feels strangely 
unfamiliar. The young man in the picture is passive, yet very present. 
He does not feel objectified, nor does he try to please the viewer. 
Walker indicates independence and power behind her camera. 

The artist studio is next door to where we are sitting. I glimpse  
traces of the crime through the open door; a bed with a scarlet 
bedspread, a tripod and several mirrors on the wall. I look again at 
the portrait made by Walker. I feel as if I am peeping at the photo 
and it gets my fantasies going. What do I see? What happened 
before the photo was taken? And just after? Nothing is certain and 
everything is possible.

Jenny Bergman 
Director

Carl-Henrik and I with painter’s trolley and teal drapery, 2015
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The Artist’s Model, installation view
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The Artist’s Model 

Models are not themselves. They represent the aspirations of the 
target audience; the photographer’s sexual fantasies and the ethical 
dilemmas or the crisis of meaning that the artist wants to investigate 
 
People frustrated with the unrealistic images in advertising and 
fashion call for images of ‘real people’. But models are real people.  
They have bills to pay and arguments with their siblings and they 
can’t find their keys. They are constantly reminded of how real they 
are as they are poked at by stylists and hairdressers, who have been 
making hair conform to the latest trend since the perm, pull their hair. 
 
Modelling, particularly nude, was a pretty unsavoury profession in 
the 18th and 19th century when the myth of the artist was taking 
form. Some artists even searched for their models in brothels and 
well might have enjoyed the seediness they had to endure for their 
art. But some models were also muses and this had a status entirely 
unquantifiable, mythical in fact. They provided the inspiration for art 
making itself and so the artist was dependent on their presence.  
Lizzie Siddal was Dante Gabrielle Rosetti’s muse who he eventually 
married, and actually exhumed after her early death at 32. She also 
suffered for John Everett Millais's art, lying in a bath of water for days 
posing for his famous painting ‘Ophelia’. But Lizzie Siddal was not 
only a ‘real person’, she was an artist. That doesn’t really fit with the 
myth so her practice has been eclipsed by the big boys and is only 
just now being re-investigated. 
 
Fashion models are taken out of high school to stand around in the 
cold and be derided as brainless and unhealthy. They spend their 
time traipsing to go-sees, which are like job interviews for jobs that 
don’t exist, yet. They are looked up and down by photographers and 
their agents, who flip through their ‘books’ disinterestedly and they 
are sent back to the nearest Tube, Metro or Subway station, along 
with a whole lot of other incredibly beautiful young people.  
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Me photographing Carl-Henrik reclining on the bed, 2015
Me photographing Rickard reclining in silk, 2015

Rickard on the end of the bed with me in a skirt, 2015
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In paintings of the artist’s studio from the 19th Century, when 
the atelier tradition was hitting its stride, studios are cluttered 
with pictures already done; plaster busts to copy and great bolts 
of velvet draped where they look good. It is surprising how often 
these paintings also display a naked woman draped on a chaise 
longue or standing on a pedestal. Before that time, artists were 
tradespeople, working in workshops with apprentices. With The 
Romantics, artists became individual geniuses and gained the 
privacy to create behind closed doors where unfinished works, 
unused materials and procrastination can be hidden. The studio 
is then open to the imagination of the cinema, TV dramas and 
anyone else who cares to drape muses and pose sexy mortals 
throughout. 
 
The 20th century studio myth involved large loft-style spaces 
where artists could throw paint at canvases big enough to make 
fortunes for their patrons once resold. They also got to take 
advantage of changing attitudes to sex with mistresses who, like 
Rosanna Arquette’s character in ‘New York Stories’, were also 
the painter’s assistant and had art practices of their own. These 
loft-spaces inspired a real estate boom and across the world, 
unwanted spaces are repurposed to become artists’ studios 
that will in time be gutted to make fashionable residential 
apartments. Artists’ studios are a sight of constant transition but 
the myths remain the same. 
 
Across the world, industry has left for China and Bangladesh, 
leaving spaces with concrete floors and goods lifts perfect for 
sculptors. You can see the old industrial dust dancing in the light 
that seeps through high windows. On many days you can also 
see your breath. 
 
Interior design magazines expose homes where former stables 
are converted into studios with French doors overlooking the 
herb garden and the kids can come in and report on what one 
another have been grinding into the carpet. 
 
The small rooms in abandoned convents become the 
contemplative space of conceptual artists. Where spiritual 
struggles reigned, now meaning and representation must prove 
themselves more compelling than social media. 
 
For many, even these occupied ruins of former times are too 
romantic. Artistic practice takes place on a laptop that can be 
taken into the kitchen, to a café or on the train home from work.

The Artist’s Studio



17Abed in the studio with me fragmented, 2015

Me photographing Francis behind the easel, 2015



19The Artist’s Model, installation view
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The Artist’s Mirror

Mirrors are difficult. Their meanings are illusive and contradictory.  
They cannot be caught in an image. Even the advertising industry 
cannot represent them and they resort to grey graphics. In shopping 
catalogues, they are just peculiar cartoons drawn within the 
photographed frame. 

They are cold, hard and impenetrable. Their cousins in nature, pools 
and lakes, are cleansing and comforting. But to enter into a mirror 
is to find yourself in seven years bad luck or the script of a horror 
movie. But the horrors also exist on their surface. They flatten us so 
we are just images. They promise to show us how we look but we 
can only see ourselves in reverse and then we are fragmented and 
distorted. In the glamorous ground floors of department stores and 
in changing rooms, they tell us we are too tired, too fat, too vain, too 
poor, too greedy, too full of desire. 
 
They are no kinder to us in the work of 60s and 70s conceptual art.   
Far from trying to sell you something, their purpose is to make you 
mistrust what you see. They shatter your illusions and leave you 
looking at yourself frowning. 
 
Mirrors stalk you, surveil you. They shock you with an unexpected 
movement in an empty room, only to find it is just you. You can’t trust 
them. Maybe they are two sided and there is someone on the other 
side watching you. 
 
Their capacity for revelation and the opportunity they provide for self-
reflection is almost too profound for us to look at. In psychoanalysis, 
they refer to self-knowledge and the struggles one must overcome in 
order to gain it. 
 
But they reveal things that we cannot otherwise see. They are like 
photography but they are also like the moon, which reflects light  
from somewhere we cannot look directly. Reflecting against one 
another, they give us a glimpse of eternity. Have a good hard look at 
yourself, looking at yourself, looking at yourself, looking at yourself, 
looking at yourself.
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Andy on the windowsill with me in leopard print, 2015 Shadowy self-portrait, 2015



25Francis on the bed with me in the mirror, 2015
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Larry Leong and me, last look, 2010 Ford, about a boy, 2005
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Your name is not your name, 2013 The Way You Made Me Feel, 2014
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Biography

Lyndal Walker has been exhibiting photographs and installations 
since 1994. Her work has been exhibited at The Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Sydney; La Panaderia, Mexico City; Modern 
Culture, New York and The National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne. 
Her work was presented at the 2010 Ping Yao Photography Festival 
in China.  Frieze, Art & Text, Beaux Arts Magazine and numerous 
Australian newspapers and magazines have published and reviewed 
her work.  
 
Walker has often been involved in artist run, collaborative and 
curatorial projects. Since 2004 Walker has been a member of ‘The 
Hotham Street Ladies’ who do food inspired projects ranging from 
recipe books to installations and cake decoration to street art.  
Lyndal Walker lives in Berlin.  
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